[Evaluation of cochlear function in children with chronic renal failure].
In present study cochlear function was evaluate in young chronic renal failure (CRF) patients using distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs). (a) objective assessment of cochlear function in CRF children, (b) establishing best parameters of ipsilateral stimulation in DPOAEs (DP-gram format) for clinical use. Hearing acuity was assessed in 19 CRF children and 18 healthy children. At first pure tone audiometry and tympanometry were evaluate. Only patients with normal middle ear condition and hearing threshold better than 30 dB HL were put forward further investigations. Objective assessment of cochlear function included DPOAEs using DP-gram format. Our results reviled significantly lower mean DPOAE amplitudes in CRF children when compare to healthy children, at all frequencies measured. Most optimal DP-gram parameters in clinical use seems to be level L1 and L2 equal respectively: 65 and 60 dB SPL; 63 and 55 dB SPL; 59 and 45 dB SPL.